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OPENING SHOT
Craig Breen and co-driver Scott Martin raced to ninth overall in
the WRC Rally Sweden, Breen’s first full WRC event. A fantastic
result for a rising star!
Picture: Craig Breen Racing Media

SOUTH AFRICA’S 2014 FACTORY TEAMS LINE UP
The 2014 South African National Rally Championship
is set for a shake-up. The two factory teams, the
Castrol Team Toyota squad and the Volkswagen
Sasolracing Team, have announced their driver lineups for the season ahead.
Leeroy Poulter and Elvene Coetzee are joined by
Hergen Fekken and Carolyn Swan in an identical Toyota
Yaris S2000. Joining them will be Giniel de Villiers/Greg
Godrich, as this team chases their 12th drivers/co-drivers
championship and 22nd manufacturers’ championship.
Volkswagen’s challenge will be headed up by Henk
Lategan who will have Pierre Arries read his co-driver notes.
Gugu Zulu and Carl Peskin join in the Polo R S2000 for the
season ahead, and Dutchman Hans Weijs jnr and Belgian
co-driver Bjorn Degandt rejoin the team for this season

after claiming one rally win in 2012 with this squad.
While we support the manufacturers’ bids to
challenge for victories, it must be somewhat disheartening
for up-and-coming junior crews and established rally
winners to be not be offered a factory seat. South Africa
has some of the very best drivers in Africa, and of the best
S2000 Class competitors in the world, and filling a factory
seat for a South African team would presumably not be
too difficult. However, after a lacklustre season in 2013 we
think Volkswagen will be putting up a tremendous attack
for the 2014 Championship titles. This season will be one
to watch closely!

BLOCK READIES FOR

WORLD RX SERIES IN 2014

Ken Block is the latest driver to announce
he will join the all-new FIA World Rallycross
Championship presented by Monster Energy after
the American star has confirmed he will compete
in a minimum of three rounds in 2014.
Words: H&H / Picture: Newspress.
Block – who will drive a Ford Fiesta as part of
the Hoonigan Racing Division – will begin his World RX
campaign in Hell, Norway from 14 - 15 June, and will
also compete in Loheac, France (6 - 7 September) and
Istanbul, Turkey (11 - 12 October).
This latest news follows on from last week’s
announcement that former Formula One World
Champion Jacques Villeneuve will compete on the
World RX grid which boasts a truly international and
star-studded line-up.
Martin Anayi, Managing Director of World
RX for IMG Motorsport – a division of IMG, the global
sport, fashion and media company – welcomed
the announcement as another positive story for

motorsport’s fastest growing championship.
“We’re absolutely delighted to have Ken Block
and Hoonigan Racing on board for three rounds of
this year’s FIA World Rallycross Championship,” said
Anayi. “Block’s style epitomises World RX and his huge
international following will help lift the profile of our
championship to a younger and more digitally-savvy
generation. He’s a hugely exciting personality to have
onboard in 2014 and his spectacular driving style will
make for fantastic crowd-pleasing entertainment.”
Ken Block added: “I’m stoked with how the new
liveries for my Ford Fiestas have turned out, as well as
the race schedule we’ve been able to put together for
2014. Once again I’ve been fortunate enough to put
together a highly diverse schedule that has me going
around the world... and, most interestingly, racing in
three of the World Rallycross Championship rounds for
the first time ever. I’m pretty sure nobody has a better
job than me this year!”

ENTRIES FOR epay
SILVER FERN RALLY
ARE NOW OPEN
While many assume the epay Silver Fern Rally is entirely
for historic vehicles that is but one part of this fascinating
event.
Words: H&H / Pictures: Geoff Ridder.
Naturally the historic component is an important part
of the rally and the Historic Trophy is specifically for two-wheeldrive cars that comply with various historic criteria as listed in
the event regulations. However the New Zealand Silver Fern
Challenge caters for two-wheel-drive cars that comply with the
Motorsport New Zealand Schedule A safety requirements with
several classes falling within those guidelines.
In recent times a great variety of vehicles have tackled
the Challenge and the very nature of that part of the event
lends itself to many different two-wheel-drive cars. A look at
the entry list of any rally on both sides of the Tasman shows
that there are many New Zealand and Australian cars that have
been modified to meet their classic series which are eligible.
So too later model two-wheel-drive cars. Past entries include
the Ford Fiesta R2 of Leigh and Josh Marston, the Honda Civic
R of Dave Strong and Rob Scott and Craig Marshall’s Peugeot
206 Gti as well as numerous Toyota Corolla’s, Nissan Pulsar’s
and the like. Already this year entries include a Suzuki Swift

and one of the new Toyota FT86’s and organisers would dearly
love to see a large, diverse and exciting line up in the Challenge
to complement the historic part of the event as competitors
embark on this marathon adventure.
2012 Challenge winner, Ed Mulligan of Australia, is a
strong advocate of the event: “It is absolutely the best value for
money. I wish it was held every year, no better still, every six
months. They are the best roads in the world and the hospitality
and mateship is amazing!”
Mulligan has done a lot in his rallying career, but
his experience in the Challenge has certainly made a big
impression.
Gary Smith, the Chairman of Directors of Silver Fern
Rally Management Ltd, says: “It is commonly felt that our
marathon event is an event for historic rally cars. I have to say
that is a misconception. We welcome all two-wheel-drive rally
cars that meet Schedule A and this includes modern two-wheeldrive cars. It would be fantastic to see some of the modern cars
competing against each other, even better with manufacturer
support like the good old days.”
The time to enter is now as entries at the earlybird
discounted rates end on 28 February.

RALLY IN THE

100 ACRE WOOD
SET FOR EXCITING
2014 EDITION

The Rally in the 100 Acre Wood, the second round of the Rally America
National Championship, takes place this weekend in Salem, Missouri and
is expected to reunite popular action sports drivers for one of the more
anticipated entry lists in recent memory.
Words: H&H / Picture: SRT USA.
Subaru Rally Team USA announced in January that X Games action sports
icon and star of the Nitro Circus television show, Travis Pastrana, will return to
rallying since trying his hand in NASCAR the past few years. Pastrana is a four-time
Rally America Champion. He last competed with Rally America at this very event in
2011, but suffered a first stage crash that ended his event prematurely.
Pastrana will begin his 2014 Rally America season with veteran co-driver
Chrissie Beavis and is expected to contest six rounds this year. Pastrana joins Subaru
Rally Team USA teammate and rival, David Higgins, who himself is a five-time U.S.
rally champion. Higgins took an important first step towards his title defense with a
first place win at the Sno*Drift Rally in January to open the Rally America season.
Now he returns to Missouri as the man to beat, and to the site where he took the
overall win the previous year.
Rally America heavyweight Ken Block (Hoonigan Racing), will begin 2014 to
try for his seventh overall event victory. Block holds the most Rally in the 100 Acre
Wood wins of any driver, but was unable to add a seventh to his stable in 2013.
Antoine L’Estage is one of the more experienced and fiercest competitors
in the series. After trying his hand in other rally cars last season, he’s reunited with
his familiar Mitsubishi Lancer EVO X for 2014. At Sno*Drift, L’Estage finished second
place keeping within striking distance of Higgins the entire event.
The Super Production (SP) Class began the season with a Sno*Drift Rally
win by Lauchlin O’Sullivan/Scott Putnam. The pair dominated on the icy conditions,
however, the 2012 SP Champions will have to prove that they can fend off an
improved SP entry field on faster gravel conditions at the Rally in the 100 Acre
Wood.
2013 Champions David Sterckx/Karen Jankowski will use the event to
recover from a Sno*Drift fourth place finish to close the points gap and reinsert
themselves into the hunt. Dillon Van Way/Andrew Edwards have demonstrated
amazing speed after switching from 2WD competition to the 4WD Super Production
Class. Van Way has stood on the podium in all four events he entered as an SP
driver.
The Two-Wheel Drive category was expected to be a hot battle between
Ford Racing’s Andrew Comrie-Picard and Scion Racing Rally xD’s Matthew Johnson.
That battle never materialized once Comrie-Picard lost nearly 36 minutes from being
stuck in a snowbank, leaving Johnson to cruise to the Class victory. Now the two top
drivers are ready to square-off and restart the heated rivalry fans are expecting.
Rally in the 100 Acre Wood should provide a less icy playing field that will
favor big power and faster speeds. Ice and snow have made an impact in years past
and the unpredictable weather will certainly keep teams guessing what strategies to
adopt and which tires to place their bets.
The Rally in the 100 Acre Wood begins on Friday with a Parc Expose in
Steelville, Missouri at 12h00. A free event spectator guide download is available at:
http://bit.ly/1jkWHPx. The popular Postosi super special stage will take place on
Friday at 15h00. The rally will conclude on Saturday.

FINNS CONQUER
SWEDEN IN SIDEWAYS STYLE

Monte-Carlo was exciting. Sweden was thrilling. Snow
and ice on these two rallies produced classic action not
seen for many years on the World Rally Championship.
But, we’re already eagerly awaiting the first gravel rally
of 2014: WRC Rally Mexico. Jari-Matti Latvala would,
however, love for the season to come to an end right
now.
Words: H&H / Pictures: WorldRallyPics, Citroën Racing,
Volkswagen Motorsport.
In 2008 the lanky Finn claimed his first WRC victory
on this event and took the overall honours for the third time in
2014. It was a close battle throughout the event, with Latvala
pushing to keep his Volkswagen Motorsport team-mates behind
on this high-speed rally. This the only true winter event of the
2014 season formed Round Two on the 2014 WRC calendar with
the event moving between Sweden and Norway for a fantastic
mix of stages on the snowy and ice-covered gravel roads.
Andreas Mikkelsen finished second overall, his
first WRC podium and on his favoured surface. What’s more
intriguing to think is that had he not drifted into snowbanks
on two occasions, he would undoubtedly have finished ahead
of Latvala... The Finn kept his car’s nose clean, but it was
mistakes from his rivals that saw him ascend to the top step of
the podium. Where Mikkelsen found the confidence and speed
all of a sudden is a mystery, but we hope he will continue in this
vein on the gravel rallies lying in wait in 2014. This 1-2 for the
team made for a bittersweet result: the World Champs enjoyed
a 1-2-3 lockout at the end of Leg One. It was a snowbank on
Day Two that ruined Sebastien Ogier’s weekend, costing him
near on five minutes - even too big a time gap to reel in for
#GOgier to pull back. He eventually clawed his way up the
order from 20th to sixth place overall.
This result has set up an incredible situation going into

Mexico next month. After claiming the Power Stage win in Rallye
Monte-Carlo last month and a full bag of Championship points
here, it is Latvala that now leads the way for his rivals. How
do you like them apples, Ogier?! Standing up to the immense
pressure and expectation on the shoulders of Latvala, it was a
fine performance from him to remain in control of his emotions
and his car in the tricky conditions.If only Latvala will continue
this run of consistency will he be a larger threat to Ogier’s
dominance in the German team. Backing this fact up is that
Latvala claimed his 303rd career WRC stage victory in Sweden;
he is now the most successful driver in terms of stage wins of
the current crop of WRC drivers... Ogier is fast catching up, but
for now Latvala must be smiling to himself.
Mads Ostberg enjoyed a successful outing on his
‘home’ event to claim the final podium slot, but he would have
loved to have been one step higher on the leader board. The
two Norwegians were seperated by only 5.9sec at the end of
the four-day rally with Mikkelsen just out of reach. “Mad” Mads
has had a somewhat quiet start in his new team, but we think
he’s only just warming up in the Citroën DS3 WRC. His speed
will increase as he completes more kilometres in the new rally
machine. Kris Meeke, watch out!
A disappointing start to 2014 for Mikko Hirvonen
saw him reach a high of fourth for the M-Sport Ford Fiesta RS
WRC driver, with Ott Tanak not too far behind in a similar car.
The returning Tanak, over one year since his last WRC outing,
raised a few eyebrows when he claimed fifth and only 33sec off
Hirvonen.
Henning Solberg claimed seventh place overall, with
step-son Pontus Tidemand in eighth in his first WRC drive.
Craig Breen impressed too with ninth overall ahead of Kris
Meeke (who lost sixth place overall after getting stuck in a
snowbank too). Welshman Elfyn Evans (M-Sport Ford Fiesta

RS WRC) showed his human side when he crashed out of ninth
place on the final stage. A rare error from this rising star that
will no doubt see him learn greatly from it. With a cool and calm
head on his young shoulders, Evans will bounce back from this
with a strong result in Mexico we predict.
Hyundai bosses were relieved after both their entries
to Rally Sweden reached the finish, with Juho Hanninen and
Thierry Neuville finishing well down the finishing order after
respectively damaging a wheel and breaking the front right
suspension on their i20 cars on Day Three.
Martin Prokop (Czech National Rally Team) and Robert
Kubica (RK M-Sport World Rally Team) suffered in the snow.
Prokop became stuck in a snowbank and was forced to retire.
Kubica went ‘off’ on three occasions, and finished 24th overall
on his snow debut in the WRC. He also left Karlstad with a
mighty big slap on the wrist from the FIA, WRC and Rally
Sweden: he has to attend two safety classes after failing to
signal they were off the road for WRC crews running behind on
the road. Crews were surprised to see Kubica’s stricken car off
the road without any safety markers to warn of their presence
on the road. This is not Kubica’s first brush with the bristly FIA
folks...
Round Three is Rally Mexico based in Leon on 6 - 9
March.
Final Overall Classification:
01) J.M. Latvala/M. Anttila
Volkswagen Polo R WRC - 03h 00m 31.1s
02) A. Mikkelsen/M. Markkula
Volkswagen Polo R WRC + 53.6s
03) M. Østberg/J. Andersson
Citroën DS3 WRC + 59.5s
04) M. Hirvonen/J. Lehtinen
Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 02m 26.9s
05) O. Tanak/R. Molder
Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 03m 00.5s
06) S. Ogier/J. Ingrassia
Volkwagen Polo R WRC + 04m 29.9s
07) H. Solberg/I. Minor
Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 04m 47.5s
08) P. Tidemand/O. Fløene
Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 05m 08.2s
09) C. Breen/S. Martin
Ford Fiesta RS WRC + 08m 55.4s
10) K. Meeke/P. Nagle
Citroën DS3 WRC + 11m 18.0s

L’ESTAGE SHOWS HIS CLASS
Antoine L’Estage and John Hall (Yokohama Rally Team) won
the 2014 Rallye Perce Neige, the opening round of the Canadian
Rally Championship (CRC). The pair led the rally from the very
first stage, steadily increasing their lead through the event.
Words: H&H / Picture: Mat Janiak.
L’Estage/Hall had not competed together prior to Rallye Perce
Neige, but were able to hold the pace needed to win without having
had any time together in the car before the rally. This is L’Estage’s sixth
victory at Rallye Perce Neige, and Hall’s first win at national event.
Chief rivals Pat Richard/Nathalie Richard (Subaru Rally Team

Canada) finished second overall. The pair had minor problems early in
the event which hampered their efforts. The team won four of the 17
stages, but were unable to match the overall pace of L’Estage/Hall.
A battle ran through most of the rally for the final podium spot.
Eventually, and despite transmission problems just past the mid-point
of the rally, Alexandre Beland/Lyne Murphy clawed up the order to finish
third overall. The pair have spent the last season preparing to take on
the entire championship series, and the third place was an ideal finish
to earn points towards a title bid.
The Two Wheel Drive action was thrilling with every team

struggling with the icy conditions, and soft
snowbanks on the forest stages. Simon Dube/
Pat Lavigne were leading for most of the event
when on the penultimate forest stage the pair got
stuck on a snowbank. A similar mistake last year
forced the team to retire, but competitor Chris
Greenhouse stopped to pull Dube/Lavigne back
onto the road. Despite losing eight minutes, Dube
had a sufficient advantage over his rivals to retain
the lead all the way to the finish. Second in Class
went to Martin Walter/Ferdinand Trauttmansdorff,
one of the few cars with minimal problems during
the event. Greenhouse and co-driver Billy Irvin
thought they were out of the rally after three
stages, getting stuck in a snowbank for over 20
minutes. After reviewing the situation, organizers
allowed Greenhouse to continue. The pair finished
third in Two Wheel Drive, with Rallye Perce Neige
serving as their first Canadian event together.
In Production All-Wheel Drive, the team
of Alexandre and Nicholas Ouellette showed the
value of local knowledge. The two won their Class
and finished ninth overall in their Subaru Impreza
WRX STI.
The Rallye Perce Neige is the only true
winter rally in the CRC. Heavy snowfalls all winter
leading up to the event created some of the best
conditions in the last ten years. The first loop
of stages took place in town, and were fast, icy
stages. The stages that made up the second
leg saw varied conditions. Both the third and
fourth legs were made up of three forest stages
totalling 87km of stage distance. Characterized by
challenging and technical roads, the forest stages
were lined by tall snowbanks and stages ran late
into the night. To add to the challenge, teams
were not allowed to use studded tyres. The rally
was contested over 209km of special stages.
Final Overall Classification:
01) A. L’Estage/J. Hall
Mitsubishi Lancer EVO X - 02hr 28m 45.4s
02) P. Richard/N. Richard
Subaru Impreza WRX STI + 02m 13.3s
03) A. Beland/L. Murphy
Subaru Impreza WRX STI + 11m 47.0s
04) B. Carre/K. Carre
Subaru Impreza + 15m 53.7s
05) S. Vincent/S. Vincent
Subaru Impreza WRX + 20m 13.7s
06) A. Leblanc/R. Leblanc
Subaru Impreza WRX + 23m 49.4s
07) P. Dube/S. Joyal
Subaru Impreza WRX + 27m 39.7s
08) N. Narini/M. Narini
Subaru Impreza WRX + 28m 00.2s
09) A. R Ouellette/N. R Ouellette
Subaru Impreza WRX STI + 28m 01.8s
10) M. Labrie/R. Labrie
Subaru Impreza WRX + 32m 22.9s

CLOSING SHOT
Volkswagen Polo R WRC loves snow.
Picture: Volkswagen Motorsport Media

